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FADE IN:
INTRO

Subtle music for first 4 secs. Drone* shots. Traffic along
St. Paul’s roundabout.
CHAO
60 - 80% of Kenyan university students do
not receive consistent mentorship outside
the classroom. [on-screen typed overlay]
[brief pause]
The lack of such an approach to mentorship
denies students the opportunity to learn
skills not taught in the curriculum that
are increasingly becoming crucial for
global competitiveness.
These include soft skills, innovation
and access to and collaboration with the
industry.
[shots of public speaking, pitching,
startup office workings]
[brief pause]
KamiLimu is a Kenyan non-profit
organization which aims to nurture these
skills by complementing classroom learning
with personalised mentorship, immersive
workshops and i
 ndustry exposure.
KamiLimu has served students since 2016
and is now in its 5th cohort. It is open
to students from all universities in Kenya
for an 8-month program within a
gender-inclusive environment.

INTERVIEWS

Silence. A subtle change in music and tempo. Voice leads
into shots.
+ close up shots of Abdul, Sofia, Eric and Chao faces
SEATED.
+ them casually walking into camera’s focus
WALKING O
 UTDOORS.
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ABDUL
I sought out mentorship through KamiLimu
because...
SOFIA
Being in KamiLimu means...
ABDUL -[FOCUS ON TECHNICAL EXPOSURE]
A: Before KamiLimu I did/didn’t… and/but
now…
SOFIA

- [FOCUS ON SCHOLARSHIP EXPOSURE]

A: Before KamiLimu I did/didn’t… and/but
now...
ABDUL
A: The mentorship is guiding my career by…
SOFIA
A: Attending the Grace Hopper
Conference...
ABDUL
A: Being in KamiLimu means...
SOFIA
A: I sought out mentorship through
KamiLimu because...
SOFIA
A: The mentorship is guiding my career
by...

[Change in tempo, narration leads scene]
Chao and Eric walking ahead into moving camera while in a
deal-making conversation.
CUTS TO:
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Camera ahead of Chao and Eric as they continue walking in
conversation.
CUTS TO:
Chao and Eric signing a deal in boardroom. Handshake.

CHAO

KamiLimu has served 170 mentees from 17
universities.
 We’ve also partnered with
108 industry professionals and 18
organisations…
Eric interacting with his employees.
ERIC

In my hiring process I’ve noticed that...
ERIC

I started working with KamiLimu because...
ERIC

Students who’ve gone through KamiLimu
are...

CHAO

KamiLimu has a vision to continue
enhancing the success rate and career
growth of its beneficiaries in innovation,
employment, and entrepreneurship
especially in the increasingly volatile
opportuntity market we have today.
FADE OUT:
THE E
 ND
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